
PROPOSED FRRC THURSDAY NIGHT ORDER OF 
EVENTS FOR Sport Mods Nights 2018 

 

DRIVERS MEETINGS: 6:25pm For inner pits/ 5:45pm for outter pits 
Attendance/representation is MANDATORY  

Pre-race Order of events  

4:30pm sport truck hot laps/qualifying 4:45pm-Sport mods hot 
laps #1 4:50pm Sizzlin’ 4 hot laps 4:53pm Sizzlin 4 qualifying  

5:00pm Sport mods hot laps session #1 5:05pm Late model 
(LLM) practice---hot laps and scuff 5:25pm-Super Late Model 
practice----hot laps and scuff 5:45pm-Late Model (LLM) 
qualifying 6:00pm-Super Late Model qualifying 6:25pm-Sport 
mods hot laps session #2 6:40pm FRRC4Kids 
presentation/Interview fast qualifiers 6:45pm---National 
Anthem  

as of 05.31.18  

 
Possible special event, depending on night....Big Wheel races 
and/or Coin Drop Races start right after national anthem !!!!!  

Racing Order of Events:  

(time limits of 1 minute per lap and 2 caution limit are in play for ALL 
heat races) All divisions must be ready to roll at least one race ahead 
of time, to keep the program moving. If this doesn’t happen, your race 
may be skipped.  

HEAT RACES (single file restarts for all heats, with increased speed 
coming out of turn 4) 1⁄4 mile first feature 15 laps (if present) Sport 
truck heats----8 laps Sport mod heats 8 laps  

SIZZLIN 4 odd/even heats 8 laps Late model (LLM) heats 8 laps Late 
Model (LLM) dash 6 laps Super Late model heats 8 laps Super Late 
model dash 6 laps  

 



FEATURES (2 double file/pick a lane restarts for all features and 
semi’s; none after 5 laps to go....) 1⁄4 mile LM second feature 15 laps 
(if present) Sport mod semi-feature -12 laps (if needed) Sizzlin 4 
semi-feature 8 laps (need 25 or more cars to have a semi 
feature) (top 4 transfer) Sport truck feature 20 laps  

Sport Mod Feature 20 laps  

SIZZLIN 4 FEATURE!!!! 15 LAPS—If more than 25 cars, it is 16 
+ 4 transfers. If less than 25 cars, no semi and all cars are in 
the feature. Inversion is 10 + dice roll (done by the tower) all 
the rest of the heat cars that qualified into the feature will fall 
in line behind the inversion---1st restart double file, second 
restart single file, third caution= POSSIBLE end of race 
depending on time limits)  

Late Model (LLM) semi-feature 12 laps Super Late Model semi-feature 
12 laps Late Model (LLM) Feature 20 laps Super Late Model Feature----
35 laps Figure Eights 13 laps  

	


